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a b s t r a c t
Droplet collision efficiency is a rather uncharted area for real hydrocarbon systems under
non-atmospheric conditions. It is also of great interest in many industrial applications. In
this work binary head-on droplet collisions at high pressure have been simulated using
the lattice Boltzmann method. A model that captures the physics of the coalescence pro-
cess is used where no external criterion for coalescence is needed. The collision process
is described in terms of hydrodynamic variables and through a quantitative study of en-
ergy loss. At high pressures, low inertia collisions are the most frequent. Distinguishing
between bouncing and coalescence under these conditions is needed in order to provide
closure conditions for macroscopic CFD models. A limit of Re < 170√ρlg is found to pre-
dict coalescence in all the cases simulated. In addition this paper explains the stochastic
behaviour of low inertia coalescence at high pressure. This has major implications both
when building macroscopic models for predicting industrial process efficiencies and in the
optimization of equipment internals working with droplets at high pressure as is the case
for combustion chambers and gas–liquid separators.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Separation in high pressure gas–liquid hydrocarbon systems represents a topic of interest in many fields of engineering.
An example is in liquid-in-gas flows, where all the liquid is to be removed through processes of droplet collisions with
droplets, walls and liquid surfaces. Thorough experimental investigations in these systems are very difficult as the following
challenges are among those that have to be taken into account: explosion risk, properties dependent on conditions of
equilibrium between the two phases, mixtures with near critical point behaviour and increased density of the gas phase.
Extensive experimental work has been carried out in the past, where general collisionmapswere developed [1–3]. These
defined the following regions: high Weber number coalescence, low Weber number coalescence, bouncing, stretching and
reflexive separation. In Fig. 1 these regimes are sketched as a function of the off-centre impact parameter B and the Weber
number (We). The Weber number is defined as ρhu
2D
σ
, with ρh being the liquid density, u the droplet velocity relative to the
centre of mass, D the characteristic droplet size and σ the interfacial tension. These maps are specific for each experimental
configuration, and are unique for each chemical system and cannot be extrapolated to other conditions. This implies that
new experiments must be conducted for all new systems. In order to generalize the results the boundaries between regimes
are parametrized as functions of system properties and the experimental configuration.
The Weber number as a characterizing parameter has almost exclusively been used in the literature due to good results
at high inertia and becausemost of the previous workmakes reference to one of the pioneering works in the field that study
the air–water system at atmospheric conditions [1]. The low inertia coalescence regime, highlighted in the work of Qian and
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Nomenclature
Dˆ (D) real (simulation) droplet size.
t lattice time, simulation time equal to the time taken for a pseudo-particle to travel from a lattice node to the
adjacent node.
tˆ time (s), real time.
t˜ = tˆ Lˆ
Vˆ
= tLV normalized time.
Lˆ (L) real (simulation) semi-distance between droplets.
Vˆ (V ) real (simulation) initial velocity of a droplet to the centre of mass of the system.
K˜ = Kˆ
Kˆ0
= KK0 normalized relative energy.
CT coalescence time.
IFE interfacial free energy.
ICT inverse coalescence time.
M mobility [19].
vc = µLB
µ
viscosity correction ratio [4].
ρlg = ρlρg liquid to gas density ratio.
Re = ρlDV
µg
Reynolds, droplet inertia vs. gas viscosity.
Reliq. = ρlDVµl Liquid Reynolds, droplet inertia vs. liquid viscosity.
Law [2], is not necessarily best represented in terms ofWe. Thismay be irrelevant if the only parameters that are changed are
the droplet size and velocity. But the question is that of how we can improve our understanding at other pressures such as
in the high pressure range up to 100 bar and beyond. We propose investigating how the energy of a binary collision system
changes from one regime to another while changing pressure.
Under atmospheric conditions, particularly when working with hydrocarbon systems, the distinction between bouncing
and coalescence is trivial [1]. At low velocities (i.e. low Reynolds and Weber numbers), bouncing is observed when there is
not enough inertia for the interdroplet gas to drain out. At higher pressures and with hydrocarbon systems, coalescence is
observed in the very low inertia region instead of bouncing. At the moment, it is not completely understood how to model
this since other forces are involved, not only hydrodynamics [2]. At higher pressures the plastic component of the collision
becomes dominant over the elastic one. This predicts that the rebound velocity with respect to the centre of mass is reduced
with increasing pressure. This opens a new range of coalescence possibilities which are not present under atmospheric
conditions. The phenomena that follow are complex, and an investigation of the process for different ambient pressures
requires simplifications. We model the interface physics using the gradient theory in order to have a model which has the
coalescence mechanisms embedded. The influence of the interface mobility is not studied in the present work; rather it is
concerned with how the collision outcomes vary with the hydrodynamic parameters at different pressures.
The boundary between lowWeber number coalescence (with immediate and retarded coalescence regimes) and bounc-
ing is studied by using model simulations. The model is solved by the lattice Boltzmann method. This method is presented
bearing in mind that the behaviour of the stress tensor along the gas–liquid interface can be adjusted by means of the
fractional step [4]. This will show how pseudo-fluid solvers such as the lattice Boltzmann one can be used for real fluid
applications.
In the next section the model is described, together with the method and implementation details. Section 3 is dedicated
to the energy equations used to study the droplet collisions. Section 4 shows the conditions of the real industrial case and
how to model collisions under these conditions. The results are examined in Section 5 and the analyses and discussions are
presented in Section 6. The work is concluded in Section 7 which highlights the new findings.
2. The model
Mathematical and numerical models are developed in order to predict whether coalescence, bouncing or separation oc-
cur for a given system and geometry. This is based on dimensionless parameters such as the density and viscosity ratios,
Reynolds andWeber numbers, geometrical parameters, and other properties of the system. Using the lattice Boltzmann (LB)
method, many models for phase separation simulations can be found. Both one-component gas/liquid and binary fluid sys-
temmodels are presented in the literature [5–14]. Some two-phase flowmodels incorporate an interparticle potential [6,7].
Models based on kinetic theory have been used for gas mixtures [15] and were further developed in the last decade [16,17].
We follow the free energy approach since it has shown its potential forworking at high density ratios (ρlg ) and eliminating
spurious numerical currents. This approach is also used because we need a consistent model of interfacial physics. The
following macroscopic single-field formulation is indirectly solved [18]:
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Fig. 1. Various collision regimes of hydrocarbon droplets.
Source: (Extracted from Ref. [2].).
Dφ
Dt
+ u⃗ · ∇φ = M∇2µφ (1)
Dδp
Dt
+ ρφ dPdρ ∇ · u⃗ = 0 (2)
ρφ
Du⃗
Dt
+ ρφ u⃗ · ∇u⃗ = −∇δp− ρφ∇µφ +∇ · T (3)
where u⃗ is the flow velocity vector, δp is the perturbed pressure component, dPdρ is the compressibility, T is the viscous stress
tensor,M is the Cahn–Hilliardmobility [19], andµφ is the chemical potential. Themobility is the constant of proportionality
between the concentration flux and the gradients of chemical potential. For a binary gas–liquid system it is directly related
to the diffusion coefficient and the temperature. If the density is expressed in kg/m3, the units of themobility are kg2/(ms J).
The reference component density, ρφ , is calculated through an order parameter, defined as φ = ρφ−0.5(ρg+ρl), according
to [18], which is consistent with this work as regards nomenclature. Eq. (1), the so called phase-field equation, describes the
convection of density and the variations due to diffusion. Eq. (2) is the compressibility equation, where these variations in
pressure will enforce the fluid flow but will not affect the density of the system. Eq. (3) is the momentum balance.
As proposed by Cahn and Hilliard [20], the Helmholtz free energy can be written as
Ψ : Ψρ(ρ,∇ρ) = Ψφ(φ,∇φ) =
Ψ0  
A(φ + φ∗)2(φ − φ∗)2+κ
2
|∇⃗φ|2. (4)
It is comprised of two terms. The first (Ψ0) is given by the equation of state and represents the excess free energy, while
the second is a non-local contribution of extra free energy associated with the interactions between molecules and their
surrounding molecules in a non-homogeneous fluid.
This is used to define the chemical potential µφ = ∂Ψ0∂φ − κ∇2φ. No temperature dependent term is explicitly added in
the internal energy formulation since the temperature changes are not simulated.
2.1. The solution method
The present section details the method used for solving the present model.
Eq. (3) is split by an operator splitting technique [4] where∫ t∗
t
∂ u⃗
∂t
dt =
∫ t∗
t

−u⃗ · ∇u⃗− 1
ρ
∇δp+ 1
ρ
∇ · TLB −∇µφ

dt (5)
is solved using the lattice Boltzmann method and∫ t+
t∗
∂ u⃗
∂t
dt =
∫ t+
t∗

1
ρ
∇(T − TLB)

dt (6)
is solved using finite differences as an extra step. The operator splitting technique was first applied to lattice Boltzmann
problems by Shu et al. [21].
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The two lattice Boltzmann distribution function equations are given by
fˆ t+1i,x+e = eqf ti,x +
1
2
(ITFF ti,x + DPF ti,x) D2Q9 (7)
g t+1i,x+e = g ti,x +
[
1− 2
2τg + 1
]
(g ti,x+e − g ti,x)+Ωig D2Q5. (8)
Here f ti,x is the ith density function (or pseudo-particle) at node x at time t , and e⃗i is the discrete velocity vector of pseudo-
particle i. The first equation gives the distribution f for the calculation of themomentum and perturbed pressure component
and the second gives the distribution g for the density. It is assumed that u⃗ ·∇δp is of order u3 and that the lattice Boltzmann
speed of sound is used everywhere in the domain as in [22]. The Crank–Nicholson approach introduces two steps for the
streaming and collision of the density function,where fˆ is a temporal variable that in the normal procedure for any relaxation
time [22] is used for calculation of both the moments and the post-collision density distribution. In our approach, a fixed
relaxation time of 1/2 is chosen (note that this is stable [22]). This means that the temporal variable fˆ is only needed for
calculation of themoments. The extra step required by the Crank–Nicholson approach [22] is replaced by one extra fractional
step for correction of the viscosity with the advantages and disadvantages discussed in the literature [4].
The equilibrium distribution is calculated from the hydrodynamic moments
eqfi = 3δpwi + ρφVi(u⃗), (9)
Vi(u⃗) = wi

3ei,αuα − 32u
2 + 9
2
uαuβei,αei,β

, (10)
where the Greek letters in subscripts correspond to the Cartesian coordinate directions in which the Einstein summation
convention is used. For the density equilibrium distribution we define
eqgi = −2Γµφ + φ i = 1 (11)
eqgi = 12Γµφ +
1
2q
φei,αuα ∀i ∈ [2, 5]
where the parameter Γ is defined via the Cahn–Hilliard mobility,M = Γ q(τgq− 0.5) = Γ 2τg−1(1+2τg )2 , with q = (τg + 0.5)−1.
From the moments of g and fˆ it is possible to calculate the fluid variables:
δp = 1
3
−
i
fˆi + 12 u⃗ · ∇φ (12)
ρφ u⃗ =
−
i
fˆie⃗i + 12µφ∇φ (13)
φ =
−
i
gi. (14)
Two force terms are necessary for the density–pressure decoupling (DP) and the interfacial tension forces (ITF) [18]:
DPFi = ( e⃗i − u⃗) · ∇ρφV(u⃗) (15)
and
Φ = φµφ + δp (16)
Ai = 274 δp−
15
4
Φ i = 1 (17)
Ai = 3Φ ∀i ∈ [2, 9] (18)
eqfi = Aiwi + ρφVi(u⃗) (19)
ITFFi = (e⃗i − u⃗)c2s
· µφ∇φ(wi + V(u⃗)). (20)
Thedifferentials of the chemical potential are not needed,while the differential of the productφµφ is implicitly calculated
by using the lattice Boltzmann scheme. The only gradients needed explicitly are those of the density. The term e⃗i · ∇ρφ is
computed using the second-order biased differences according to [22].
3. Conservation of energy
The conservation of total energy is expressed by the first law of thermodynamics. The energy balance relates work and
heat to the internal energy, kinetic energy, and potential energy of the closed system:
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dEtotal = d(Ψ + K + Ep) = δQ + δW (21)
whereΨ , K and Ep are the intensive internal, kinetic and potential energies of the centre of mass of the system. In the above
equation, the symbol d indicates a differential element of a state function, and the symbol δ indicates a differential element
of some quantity which is not a state function [23].
The kinetic energy equation is obtained as
∂K
∂t
= ∂
∂t

ρ
1
2
v2

= −∇ ·

ρ
1
2
v2v⃗

−∇ · (pv⃗)+ p(∇ · v⃗)−∇ · [σ · v⃗] + σ : ∇v⃗ − ∂Ψ
∂t
+ v⃗ ·
N−
c=1
ρc v⃗c,dΦc (22)
where in general the i-th term is denoted as ∂K
∂t i. The integration of Eq. (21) over phases and the entire domain is used to
track the balances between different energies during the simulation. In addition, spatial integrated values of the terms on
the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (22) are plotted sharing the same axes. Here, the following will be non-trivial for the model
problem: the third term on the RHS, denoting the rate of reversible conversion of the kinetic energy to internal energy, the
fifth term on the RHS, denoting the rate of irreversible conversion of kinetic energy to internal energy, and the sixth term
on the RHS, denoting the rate of release of internal energy. Note that neither potential energy nor temperature variations
are considered in the present work.
4. Modelling for scrubber conditions
4.1. Dimensional analysis
The physical space is transformed to a dimensionless space. Any arbitrary real distance, such as the half-distance between
droplets, Lˆ, is normalized with the real droplet diameter L˜ = Lˆ/Dˆ. Any time from the physical domain, tˆ , is normalized by
incorporating thedroplet velocity, Vˆ , and a characteristic length: t˜ = tˆ Lˆ/Vˆ . Physical domaindensities, ρˆ, are normalizedwith
respect to the gas density ρ˜ = ρˆ/ρˆg . Having defined time, space, and mass, the domain can be transformed to any other
domain, such as the lattice Boltzmann dimensionless domain. For example converting a time from the lattice Boltzmann
results to the physical domain can be done by using tˆ = VˆV LLˆ t , where t, V and L are in lattice Boltzmann units.
4.2. Information from the physical domain
The simulation domain is a gas space with two identical droplets placed on two sides of the domain. The domain is
symmetrical along both the x-axis and the y-axis. All information needed is therefore from one quarter of the domain. The
model calculates and stores this information from one quarter of the domain, since only head-on collisions are studied here.
For non-negligible gas densities there is a significant interchange of momentum between droplets and the gas phase.
The approaching velocity concept needs to be redefined at high pressures. The reference velocity (so-called initial velocity
when working at atmospheric conditions), which is used for defining the dimensionless numbers, is the threshold velocity
used to stop the head-on acceleration process. This is designated as V . The initial kinetic energy of the droplet (K0) can be
calculated on the basis of this velocity, and is used for normalization of all the energy plots presented in this work. However,
the entire mechanical energy of the system at an instant after the droplet is released by the acceleration field is greater than
this value since the gas has a non-negligible kinetic energy.
When using a pseudo-fluid solver, there is a requirement to transform input data from the real gas–liquid system in a sub-
sea separator to a lattice Boltzmann data system. This is a common procedure for lattice Boltzmann use and it is explained
below how the real physical data are introduced into the pseudo-fluid solver.
Parameters such as the droplet size (diameter) and initial velocity, gas and liquid phase viscosities and interfacial tension
need to be transformed into a scale that works in the simulation domain. Under the transformation a similitude concept is
applied. However, the dimensionless numbers such as the Weber and Reynolds numbers have not been changed. These
dimensionless numbers are bridges between the real liquid–gas system in a scrubber and the lattice Boltzmann model.
A schematic graph of the transformation steps is shown in Fig. 2.
There are certain limitations for the ranges of values that must be taken into consideration. Velocities cannot be close to
the speed of sound due to lattice Boltzmann method limitations. In order to avoid high velocities in the gas drain process
the maximum initial velocity was set to V = 0.004. The viscosity correction ratio

vc = µLB
µ

should be below 100 in the
fractional step, Eq. (6). A high correction value (≫100) creates a risk of returning non-physical simulation outcomes [4].
It should be mentioned that in this model, pressure itself does not appear explicitly in any of the equations. Here the
pressure has no direct effect on the simulations. However, some of the other fluid properties depend on the pressure,
e.g. gas density and interfacial tension. Thus pressure has indirect non-linear effects on the simulation outcome. Note that
the fluctuating pressure in Eq. (2) is several orders of magnitude smaller than the thermodynamic pressure as discussed
in [18].
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Fig. 2. Description of the data transformation.
Table 1
Physical properties of industrial interest.
Pressure (bar) ρˆliq (kg/m3) ρˆgas (kg/m3) µˆliq (mPa s) µˆgas (mPa s) ITF (mN/m)
80 690.0 68.78 0.315 0.0137 8.668
100 678.2 89.85 0.292 0.0148 7.158
130 661.1 122.5 0.268 0.0168 5.338
150 654.0 144.6 0.257 0.0184 4.393
Table 2
Simulation parameters. The initial distance between the droplets (L) is 102, droplet diameter (D) is 120 and reference velocity V = 0.004.
We 0.60 0.99 0.21 0.95 1.06 1.47 1.20 1.40 1.39 1.79
P [bar] 80 80 100 100 100 100 120 120 150 150
vcgasa 15 19 9 20 21 25 24 26 26 29
vcliqb 6.5 8.4 3.9 8.3 8.7 10 8.3 9.0 8.5 9.6
Mc10−03 0.086 0.049 0.24 0.053 0.048 0.034 0.045 0.039 0.041 0.031
a Viscosity correction ratio for the gas phase, Eq. (6).
b Viscosity correction ratio for the liquid phase, Eq. (6).
c Mobility, Eq. (1).
The real physical properties used in this work are summarized in Table 1. The interfacial tension data were calculated
using gradient theory. The rest of the data were obtained from Hysys simulations. The data used in the lattice Boltzmann
simulations are shown in Table 2.
5. Collision results
5.1. From bouncing to coalescence
When two droplets of identical characteristics approach each other the continuum theory cannot be used to explain
how the centre point of the system gradually turns from gas to liquid, i.e. the coalescence process. Thus, continuum theory
predicts an extremely thin, but finite, gas film trapped between the two droplets during the whole collision process, always
resulting in bouncing as the collision outcome. However, this picture is not the case in reality. Either the continuity is
broken at molecular order scales or the symmetry is broken due to small natural perturbations. How thin the film is and
for how long it remains at such a reduced thickness will compete directly with the dynamics of the film rupture process.
The pre-set threshold limit normally used as a coalescence criterion is in this work replaced by a model that is capable of
capturing the intrinsic dynamics of the droplet interface with its own time characteristics. When decreasing the relative
droplet velocity, the bouncing cases predicted by the continuum theory start to show coalescence at later times. This is
called retarded coalescence. Fig. 3 presents a retarded coalescence case. The entire initial kinetic energy is dissipated in a
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Fig. 3. Retarded coalescence. Plastic collision in the first transient. The interfacial free energy (IFE) is released when coalescence occurs.
Fig. 4. Velocities and gas gap width for a coalescence case.
plastic collision shortly after t˜ = 1. Later (t˜ = 9), interfacial free energy (IFE) is liberated in the coalescence process and the
fluid is accelerated into one coalesced droplet. The energy loss corresponds to the variation of the sum of the energy terms,
where the dissipation is read as its slope. Note that the excess free energy definition, Eq. (4), has an arbitrarily associated
constant. As the initial energy of the system is defined as zero the final coalesced system has a lower, and thus negative,
energy.
Fig. 3 shows the energy variation of the retarded collision case. The time ismadedimensionless bydividing by the collision
time as if the gas phase was not present. It is shown that coalescence does not appear until after 10 times the expected
collision time. The retarded coalescence event moves closer to the collision instant when the initial velocity is reduced
further.
The presentwork considers results for collision between two-dimensional droplets. The gas can escapemore easily in the
three-dimensional case compared with the present case. This is expected to increase the probability for coalescence rather
than bouncing. On the other hand, the case of one droplet interacting with a flat liquid film will present similarities with
a different symmetry, placed between the two cases. The two-dimensional case is the simplest, and is thus studied first so
that the process can be explained in qualitative terms.
In order to characterize the collision process we draw attention to the internal mechanisms present in both coalescence
and bouncing simulations. We give first a description of each regime.
5.2. Coalescence simulation
A coalescence case is presentedwith these simulated conditions: pressure of 100 bar,Weber number of 0.2, and Reynolds
number of 222 (liquid Reynolds number of 11).
The minimum distance between the two droplets is measured and plotted. Fig. 4 illustrates the situation when the
distance reaches zero, i.e. the moment when the two droplets start to touch each other. Two velocities are also plotted
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Fig. 5. Velocities and gas gap width for a bouncing case.
together in Fig. 4. The mean velocity of the droplets is always positive, and is calculated as the mean velocity of the liquid
over half the domain. The velocity of the leading edge of the droplet is also shown. Both velocities are defined for the two-
droplet system. It is remarkable that the edge velocity oscillates over and below the mean droplet velocity. It means that
the edge moves forwards and backwards with respect to the droplet. It moves backwards due to a natural deformation
of the droplet produced by the resistance of the gas gap. The edge velocity reaches a maximum just prior to coalescence.
This is triggered by the film rupture process as modelled in [18]. The rest of the remaining liquid fluid that corresponded
to the droplet is further accelerated due to the curvature inversion around the contact neck. After coalescence the edge
velocity is interpreted as the velocity near the centre of the resulting droplet becoming zero. For the mean half-droplet
velocity, the plots are continued even after coalescence to give an idea of the oscillations produced after coalescence. If the
coalescence occurs in the vicinity of t˜ = 1 the coalescence process corresponds to a normal coalescence regime reported in
the literature [1].
5.3. Bouncing simulation
A bounce back case distinguishes itself from the coalescence case in many ways. The differences in the physical
process and energy dissipation between bouncing and coalescence are presented in this section. An example from the
droplet–droplet bouncing cases is chosen here. The simulation conditions are: pressure of 100 bar, Weber number of 1.4,
and Reynolds number of 588 (liquid Reynolds number of 28).
Fig. 5 shows how the interdroplet distance, or gap width, reaches a minimum. Some instants after this minimum is
reached first the edge velocity and then themean droplet velocity become negative. At this point both droplets have started
to bounce back. But at the same time during the range of approximately t˜ = (1 . . . 2) the leading edge moves forwards
slowly. This is evidence that the interdroplet gas gap is small enough to allow the diffusion process to start. Nevertheless
this gap is large enough and if the droplets have enough kinetic energy they will separate again, far enough to avoid any
possibility of retarded coalescence.
5.4. Retarded coalescence simulation
This regime belongs among the coalescence regimes but can be seen as a transition regime as well, making it difficult
to define any sharp boundary between regimes. Retarded coalescence occurs for t˜ ≫ 1 and is responsible for giving the
collision process stochastic behaviour also during the long time needed for retarded coalescence to take place; any external
disturbance which is easily produced by turbulence will enhance or prevent coalescence.
Fig. 6 shows how the interdroplet distance reaches a local minimum; it stays in this plateau until it reaches a new
minimum just before bouncing, and this reaches a maximum, and then evolves slowly towards coalescence. This case does
not present significant differences from the bouncing case. But the dynamics for diffusion and bouncing back are such that
the diffusion process is not stopped and finally it triggers coalescence. During t˜ = (3 . . . 10) the leading edge velocity is
never negative, as is shown in Fig. 6. Note that the local minimum observed prior to bouncing, around t˜ = 2, correlates with
the tail reported in Figure 3 in [24].
6. Analysis
Fig. 7 shows four cases at an ambient pressure of 100 bar. For a Weber number of 0.2 early and evident coalescence
is observed around the expected contact time. Oscillations after the coalescence can be seen from the wide amplitude
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Fig. 6. Velocities and the gas gap width for a retarded coalescence case (with coalescence dimensionless time≫1).
Fig. 7. Energy plot for the first transient of four collisions at 100 bar. The first two cases correspond to coalescence and retarded coalescence. The last two
are bouncing cases.
variations for the kinetic energy. The next three cases with a non-uniform increasing Weber number look very similar and
they correspond to retarded coalescence and two bouncing cases respectively. Energy dissipation is plotted together with
energy levels where the normalization time is used to match the units. It is notable that the viscous dissipation in the gas
phase is greater than in the liquid phase while the viscosity coefficients present the opposite relationship. Remarkably,
most coalescence maps are drawn using a Reynolds number defined with the liquid viscosity. Furthermore, this difference
is more accentuated at lowerWeber or Reynolds numbers. The viscous gas dissipation has approximately twice the effect in
the lowerWe cases compared to the situation at higherWeber numbers. This difference is not as strong for the liquid phase.
Fig. 7 also shows the deformation energy, measured as interfacial free energy (IFE). The coalescence at low Weber
numbers is produced with a minimum of deformation. In contrast, the deformation energy is maximum for the highWeber
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Fig. 8. Velocity and gas gap for all simulated cases ordered by ambient pressure andWeber number. The upper right-hand corner numbers correspond to
dimensionless coalescence time. Plots without this time resulted in bouncing.
number case. This may seem contradictory at first sight as the higher the Weber number, the lower the interfacial energy
of the droplet compared to its inertia. However, in all the cases shown in Fig. 7 this energy is below half of the initial kinetic
energy of the droplet. The kinetic energy is temporarily stored in the form of interfacial deformation. For lower interfacial
tensions, higher deformations are expected. The fact that not only greater deformations, but also greater deformation
energies are observed when increasing the Weber number is explained by an increase in the Reynolds number.
All the simulated cases are plotted together in Fig. 8. The dimensionless time at which coalescence begins is written in
the upper right-hand corner of each graph. Observations similar to those made in the previous section are valid here. The
graphs are ordered by pressure and Weber number. All the cases simulated corresponding to the same observations are in
perfect agreement with those pointed out in Section 5.
The plots of the various energy terms for all the cases are grouped in Fig. 9, following the same structure as Fig. 8. In
addition, multimedia files can be seen in the online version of the article showing the energy and velocity plots together
with animation videos.
We finally propose to define a dimensionless parameter capable of predicting the limit between the coalescence and
bouncing regimes. After the analysis presented here it is clear that the importance of the viscous forces in the gas phase
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Fig. 9. Energy plot for all simulated cases ordered by ambient pressure and Weber number. The upper right-hand corner numbers correspond to the
dimensionless coalescence time. Plots without this time resulted in bouncing.
cannot be neglected. For this reason we have kept the gas dynamic viscosity in the Reynolds definition in this work, defin-
ing the liquid Reynolds number as the one using the liquid viscosity. In addition, and to mark a difference for cases of
higher density ratios, we propose to introduce the square root of liquid/gas property ratios as was done by Czerwonatis and
Eggers [25] whenmodifying the Ohnesorge (Oh) number. As the simulations presented here have an almost constant viscos-
ity ratio, additional work needs to be done to determine whether this ratio needs to be introduced. To generalize the results
and plot all the cases together, the coalescence time can be used to define a quantifier for whether or not coalescence takes
place. Since for bouncing cases the coalescence time is infinity, this parameter is not directly suitable. However, the inverse
coalescence time (ICT), which is zero for bouncing cases, is suitable. Fig. 10 shows the ICT as a function of the different pa-
rameters. All bouncing cases are plotted as null coalescence speed. For all the head-on cases examined at different pressures,
simulations with Re > 170√ρlg resulted in bouncing. In Fig. 10 it can be seen that the definition of the Reynolds number
cannot be used by itself, and neither can that of the Weber number. The most recent work grouping droplet collisions [26]
proposes an empirical correlation for high inertia cases based onWe0.92Oh0.57, which, as can be seen in Fig. 10, is not useful
under our conditions. The data are aligned for the Reynolds number multiplied by the density ratio, and the limit between
bouncing and coalescence can be easily identified. Thus the proposed parameter is Re√gl = √ρgρl uDµ .
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Fig. 10. Inverse of the coalescence time as a function of different parameters. The box inset gives the symbols for pressures: 80 bar, 100 bar, 120 bar and
150 bar.
7. Conclusion and recommendations for further work
Binary head-on droplet collisions at high pressure have been simulated. The results allowed us to describe the process in
terms of energy and hydrodynamic variables. This quantitative study of energy loss is a way of seeking clear explanations
of and insights into collision mechanisms. The energy analysis gives us insight about which phenomena are more relevant
and how they can be used for defining new boundaries when building collision maps. We have shown that the principal
phenomena governing respectively high pressure, low inertia and low pressure, high inertia collisions are different. This
suggests that the traditional Weber number description is of less value under these conditions, and that a modified Re
description could be adopted.
A more detailed description of the process of low Weber number coalescence (or secondary coalescence) [2] was
given by numerical simulations. All the collision outcomes were compared by means of an inverse coalescence time. The
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borders between the coalescence and bouncing regimes could be identified by Re = 170√ρlg in the absence of external
perturbations. In real applications at high pressure more stochastic behaviour is expected.
The present study gives the results of collisions between two-dimensional droplets.We believe that the qualitative study
and the general trends can be extrapolated to real cases of three-dimensional droplets. Furthermore, the interfaces present
in this paper are thicker than they should be compared to the size of the droplets. This characteristic has a notable influence
on the collision outcome, and in the authors’ opinion these aspects should be improved in future work. A case with larger
droplet sizes relative to interface thickness can be achieved by simple local mesh refinement or by multi-scale multi-model
coupling at the interfaces [27]. Nevertheless, the conclusions drawn for the simulations at different pressures, like the energy
analysis, together with the definition of the modified Reynolds number, are useful for clarifying the phenomena governing
high pressure droplet collisions.
Appendix. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associatedwith this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.camwa.2010.05.044.
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